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Rhône 2017 ~ Small, but perfectly formed
Nicola Arcedeckne-Butler MW

Following stellar vintages in 2015 and 2016, it was hard to believe that 2017 could continue the trend, but continue it did, with 
superb quality and tantalisingly small quantities. In contrast to the two previous vintages, 2017 saw a hard-fought meteorological 
battle, with Mother Nature throwing a great deal of her armoury in the direction of either the North or South Rhône, and 
sometimes both, but a fine late summer saw everything come together at the right time.

The season started early, with budburst some six weeks ahead of schedule in some areas, with a correspondingly high frost risk, 
particularly in the cooler, hilly Northern Rhône. Mid-April brought a high pressure weather system with the concomitant frost 
threat, resulting in growers spending several nights pacing their vineyards and employing measures from giant fans to helicopters to 
move the cold air around and prevent it settling on the very tender shoots; success was theirs. Completely unexpectedly, however, 
on 22nd April there was a very hard frost in the South, an area not normally at risk and therefore with no countermeasures to hand. 
Many appellations saw significant damage, although the degree varied between villages and even individual vineyards.

Flowering began in late May in the South, slightly later in the North, and still ahead of schedule, accompanied by massive vegetative 
growth in the vine such as few had seen before, diverting energy into the leaves and causing many flowers to abort (coulure), 
particularly in the Grenache in the South and Syrah in the North. In Condrieu, cold weather during the week of flowering resulted 
in a 50% loss of fruit set in Viognier plants and hail in the South caused yet more damage. It was going to be a small vintage. 

July and August were consistently hot and véraison was around a fortnight early in both zones; with the light fruit load it was rapid 
and consistent, and ripening continued apace with the growers admitting having little to do in the vineyards throughout the summer 
months. Drought has been an issue in the Rhône over the past three years and sporadic rains in April, May and July helped to a 
certain extent, however water stress became a problem in both areas, further reducing yields. By the time harvest started (and 
continuing the precocious theme), many potential yields were sitting at around 50% of the norm. 

North vs. South – the perennial question: coulure in the South had a massive impact on Grenache, the principal qualitative player, 
resulting in lower percentages in blends than usual; Mourvèdre and Carignan took up the slack and the wines will therefore be 
atypical; in the North, Syrah matured beautifully, producing wines with silky tannins and substantial structure.

February 2019

The Rhône 2017 vintage is offered in bond and will be shipped in the spring and autumn of 2019.
Please let us know at the time of ordering if you would like to store your wines with

Private Cellar Reserves LLP or take delivery of the wines Duty Paid.
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Southern Rhône

Château Beauchêne
The southern Rhône covers a vast area with a correspondingly vast selection of wines on offer. Château 
Beauchêne is to be found in the heart of it, just outside Orange and a few kilometres shy of Châteauneuf 
du Pape, and is reassuringly still lived in and run by the Bernard family who have had been there for years. 
As former head of InterRhône, the governing body for Rhône wines, Michel Bernard knows a thing or 
two about the region and its wines – dinners with him are fascinatingly insightful and perhaps just a little 
indiscreet in terms of who is doing what, although his wife Dominique tries to keep him in check.  A run 
of good or better vintages has helped Château Beauchêne really up their game, producing wines which 
have a concentration and impact way ahead of their appellation level, offering fabulous value for money 
for any Rhône lover.  Their whites are fresh and floral, the very epitome of instant gratification, whilst 
their reds in the main demand a little more time in the cellar.  This year we have successfully convinced 
the family to produce magnums of our perennial favourite, Pavillon de Beauchêne, so please dive into them!

Côtes du Rhône Grande Réserve Blanc, Château Beauchêne  2018 12 per case £65

Bright gold with a nose of lovely juicy fruits, fresh and floral, leading to a similarly overt palate of floral fruits with hints of marzipan 
behind, broad yet citrusy too, going to a mouth-watering finish. One to enjoy young while the fruit is so exuberant! 
Drink 2019 – 2021

Côtes du Rhône Viognier, Château Beauchêne 2018  12 per case £82

Pale gold in colour with a glorious scent of white stone fruit, honeysuckle and a hint of candied fruit. Fine layered flavours of peach, 
flowers, peach stone and a fresh herbal note combine on the palate, creamy too with a vein of refreshing acidity to balance.
Drink 2019 – 2022

Le Pavillon du Château Beauchêne, Côtes du Rhône bottles 2017 12 per case £52
Château Beauchêne magnums  6 per case £62

Deep red black, deeper than in recent vintages, with a nose of deliciously juicy red berry fruit, spiced and floral leading to an intense 
palate of spiced red and black fruits, herbal with hints of leather behind, leafy and plump right to the end, really satisfying.  The best 
Pavillon I can remember and, from the 2017 vintage, also available in magnums. Drink 2019 – 2024

Premier Terroir, Côtes du Rhône bottles 2017 12 per case £81
Château Beauchêne magnums  6 per case £91

From 30 to 100 years old vines, this wine, especially in 2017, really punches above its weight. It has an alluring nose of ultra-ripe, 
sweet black fruit and with a hint of spicy new oak with layers of deeply flavoured black fruit and brambles on the palate, tarry, a hint 
of liquorice, deliciously spiced, rich, intense and mouth-filling. In a line up with other more famous Rhônes, it really stood out and 
proved, if proof was needed, what exceptional value this wine offers. Utterly delicious and highly recommended. Drink 2020 – 2027

 £ per case
 in bond



Châteauneuf du Pape Vignobles Serrière, Château Beauchêne 2017 12 per case £170

Deep red black in colour and with a nose of warm black cherry and red berry, spiced fruit, dried herbs and a zesty note behind. 
Expansive, velvety and generous black, tarry, grilled fruit on the palate, pepper and herbs too, structured, with a backbone of ripe but 
present tannins.  A sense of power behind going to a long and full finish. Drink 2021 – 2030

Domaine Vieux Télégraphe & Domaines Brunier

The Brunier brothers’ Châteauneuf du Pape Piedlong is a totally contrasting style to their classic Vieux 
Télégraphe, using fruit from a particularly high (in southern Rhône terms) vineyard which has a constant 
brisk breeze blowing across it.  This cools it down and concentrates the fruit at the same time, and the 
resulting wines are stunningly perfumed and ripe, more accessible than their big brother and offering 
extraordinary value for money. Vieux Télégraphe itself comes from fruit grown exclusively on La Crau, 
the plateau which is acknowledged as the spiritual home of Châteauneuf, with the classic galet stones to 
reflect heat throughout the night, giving wines of intense concentration and power which require, and 
deserve, long ageing.

Gigondas Les Racines, Domaine Les Pallières, Domaines Brunier  2017  6 per case  £115

80% Grenache, 10% Cinsault, 10% Syrah.
Very pretty nose, generous and packed with red and black fruit. Rich red and black fruit follows through on to the palate, which is 
silky and textured with noticeable but ripe tannins and some sweet spices coming through on a long, concentrated and fresh finish. 
Drink 2022 – 2030

Châteauneuf du Pape Piedlong, Domaine Vieux Télégraphe 2017 6 per case £155

90% Grenache, 10% Mourvèdre with older vines than Vieux Télégraphe (65 years +)
Very attractive black fruit nose, almost liqueur-like in its intensity. Dense, grilled black fruit flavours on the palate with a note of sloe, 
ripe and generous, textured and mouth-filling with sweet briary fruit, delicious spice and a refined, lingering finish. Powerful elegance. 
Drink 2022 – 2030

Châteauneuf du Pape Vieux Télégraphe 2017 6 per case £270

65% Grenache, 15% Mourvèdre, 15% Syrah, 3% Clairette, 2% Cinsault & Counoise from 55 year old vines on the La Crau plateau.
A complex nose which combines grilled black fruits, red fruit liqueur, tea leaves and spice.  The palate is rich and powerful with 
fresh, pure black and red fruit flavours, some mocha, spice and feral notes, with lifted minerality to ensure it is not heavy. Plenty of 
ripe tannins give it structure and the long finish is sweetly spiced and has a core of black and red fruit. Drink 2024 – 2034 +

 £ per case
 in bond

To order, or for advice and assistance, please contact your salesperson
or call us on 01353 721 999

 £ per case
 in bond



Domaine Le Clos des Cazaux
Jean-Michel Vache’s wines reflect the exuberance of the man himself – very proper and correctly 
presented, but with a flash of brilliance which makes itself known. Neither organic nor biodynamic (fads, 
in his eyes, and dangerous ones at that), he believes in minimal intervention in the truest sense, allowing 
the vines as much latitude as necessary to make the best wines, and it works. His wines are Grenache-
rich, infused with Syrah and Mourvèdre, spiced and intense with the most amazing sense of place – to 
smell them in the glass instantly transports you to the dusty, sun-baked garrigue found on the hills in the 
region.

Vacqueyras Cuvée des Templiers, Le Clos des Cazaux  bottles 2017 12 per case £120
 magnums  6 per case £130

Deep, dense, vibrant red black with a nose of fumey black fruit, blackcurrant and herbal with some leathery notes behind, leading to 
a supple, sweet, black-fruited palate, rich and really intense, herbal and with a musky straw note too, vibrant with substantial tannins 
behind, rich acidity and a light tarry note on the finish. Drink 2020 – 2026

Gigondas Tour Sarrazine, Le Clos des Cazaux bottles 2017 12 per case £140
 magnums  6 per case £150

Rich red black colour with a nose of tarry black fruit, herbal with hints of garrigue and wild thyme, leading to a palate of rich red 
black fruits, loganberry and damson, very intense with big tannins behind the substantial black fruit, fresh and vibrant, leafy and going 
to a long, structured finish. Drink 2021 – 2027

Domaine Font du Vent
The Gonnet family have been in Bédarrides for generations, involved in wine in one way or another, and 
they bought their first vineyards at Font de Michelle in the 1950s, since when the current generation, 
Guillaume and Bertrand, have added a further 20 hectares further south.  As so often happens in France, 
the Gonnet family’s right to use the Font de Michelle name exclusively has lapsed so they have registered 
the name Font du Vent, the name of their more southerly estate and which they own exclusively, to cover 
all their wines from the 2017 vintage. Needless to say, the precision and attention to detail for which they 
are rightly known has remained constant, despite the change in name. 

Châteauneuf du Pape Cuvée Tradition bottles 2017  12 per case £225
Domaine Font du Vent  magnums  6 per case £245

Deep red black, limpid and bright with a nose of tight, stony, black fruits, herbal and spiced, leading to a plump palate of sweet black 
fruit, spiced again with big tannins behind the herby garrigue notes, layered and really complex, intense with a long finish. 
Drink 2021 – 2030

 £ per case
 in bond

 £ per case
 in bond

T: 01353 721 999



Northern Rhône

Domaine Pierre Gaillard
2017 was particularly hard on Condrieu’s growers; the Viognier vines budded early but then an 
unexpectedly cold period during flowering saw a very low fruit set, with some growers producing no 
more than 20 - 30% of their normal amount. Pierre Gaillard, based in the middle of Condrieu, suffered 
with the rest of them, and made virtually no Condrieu in 2017, although he has been well compensated 
with the more generous 2018 vintage. Despite occasional forays into modern trends – amphorae and the 
like – Pierre remains staunchly loyal to traditional methods, making wines which combine freshness and 
power, often deceptively approachable with a firm backbone behind.

St Joseph, Clos de Cuminaille, Pierre Gaillard  2017 6 per case £90

Deep vibrant red black with a nose of spiced sweet black fruit; leather and herbal notes, violets, intense leading to a floral, violet-
infused palate with smooth black fruit, big tannins, creamed and more approachable than the Southern Rhônes with sweet black 
fruit, light and very smooth with slightly lower acidity. Drink 2021 – 2027

Côte Rôtie, Pierre Gaillard  2017 6 per case £170

Dense red black to the rim with a smoky, leathery nose of spiced black fruit, very overt and alluring, leading to a really attractive 
floral-inflected palate – roses and violets in particular – with sweet black fruits too, fresh and spiced, smooth despite substantial 
tannins behind and going to a long, saline, mineral finish. Delicious. Drink 2022 – 2029

Domaine Stéphane Ogier
Stéphane Ogier is fiercely protective of his vinous babies and early tasting of the new vintage is 
discouraged, at least until the final blend is decided, so notes on his main wines will follow in the Spring. 
Based in the northern Rhône, at the foot of the Côte Rôtie slopes, his main focus is on Côte Rôtie and 
Condrieu, but he also has a superb St Joseph. In addition, Stéphane makes a deliciously understated, 
Northern Rhône-esque Côtes du Rhône, Le Temps est Venu, which is highly recommended.

Condrieu La Combe de Malleval, Stéphane Ogier  2017 6 per case £170

Le Temps est Venu, Côtes du Rhône, Stéphane Ogier 2017 6 per case £45

Vibrant limpid red with a nose of light black fruit, some tarry, with distant notes of violets, tight with hints of smoky leather. On the 
palate sweet black fruit, tarry and fresh again, spiced, with good tannins and acidity, fresh and herbal, not hugely expressive at first 
but evolves to become very sweet and approachable with a long finish; it needs three years to show at its best. Drink 2020 – 2025

St Joseph Le Passage, Stéphane Ogier  2017 6 per case £98

Côte Rôtie Mon Village, Stéphane Ogier 2017 6 per case £190

 £ per case
 in bond

 £ per case
 in bond



Domaine Vincent Paris
Vincent Paris’s story is one of dogged passion; fresh out of wine school in 1997, he managed to buy a 
single hectare of vines in Cornas, which was followed by some more plantings in Cornas and St Joseph 
and finally now he manages a total of eight hectares, producing five different wines. His winery is an 
unromantic but highly functional warehouse on the banks of the Rhône, piled high with older barrels
(no new wood here) and scattered with various fermentation and storage vats, and his methods are pure 
tradition. His wines never fail to impress in tastings, whether as primeurs or with some age on them, with 
glorious intensity of fruit and smoothness of tannins – they are highly recommended.

St Joseph, Domaine Vincent Paris 2017 6 per case £85

Attractive scent of red fruit, a hint of pepper and spice and leathery notes too going to a palate of smokey, grilled black and red fruit, 
ripe and fleshy, with sloe and damson behind and floral and herbaceous notes.  Already very drinkable. Drink 2021 – 2026 +

Cornas Granit 30, Domaine Vincent Paris 2017 6 per case £115

Deep red in colour with an enticing nose of black fruit, briary blackberry fruit to the fore with a streak of mineral and sweet spice. 
Lovely purity of cool black fruit on the palate, ripe and intense with notes of white pepper, the tannins present but ultra-ripe going 
to a long, lingering finish, marked with spice. Drink 2022 – 2027

Cornas Granit 60, Domaine Vincent Paris 2017 6 per case £160

As you would expect from older vines, a much more complex and overt nose with black cherry, ripe hedgerow fruit, a scent of 
violets, overlaid with spice. Deep and concentrated cherry and black fruit flavours on the palate, warm and textured, with compote 
intensity and sweetness. Structured but with very ripe tannins and going to a very long, succulent finish.  What a wine! 
Drink 2025 – 2035

 £ per case
 in bond

Wines are offered per case, in bond, subject to remaining unsold.

To order, or for advice and assistance, please contact your salesperson
or call us on 01353 721 999

www.privatecellar.co.uk



Terms and Conditions for En Primeur Purchases

Wines purchased “en primeur”, prior to being shipped, will be delivered up to 18 months after 
release, depending on the region. 2017 Rhônes will be shipped in Spring and Autumn 2019.

Prices for wines sold en primeur are quoted “in bond”, exclusive of UK Duty, VAT and onward 
delivery but including shipping. Payment terms are 30 days from date of invoice. Unless 
otherwise stated, prices quoted are per case of 12 bottles (12x75cl). 

Cancellation of an order for en primeur wines will be accepted by Private Cellar only if made 
within seven working days from receipt of your invoice, in writing, to 57 High Street, Wicken, 
Cambridgeshire CB7 5XR.

Wines are offered subject to availability and may be subject to allocation. Please confirm 
your eventual delivery instructions at the time of your order. When shipped, your wines 
can be delivered to you and you will be invoiced for Duty, delivery and VAT at the prevailing 
rate. Alternatively, your wines can be stored in bond in the Private Cellar Reserves LLP 
account at the specialist wine storage facility, Vinothèque, for an annual storage fee.

Orders for en primeur wines may be made by telephone, e-mail or post and confirmation of 
your order or allocation will be on the issue of our invoice.

Please visit www.privatecellar.co.uk for our full terms & conditions

E&OE




